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Dean's List -Contains
freshmen Win First
¦'
-Wisconsin
S
Past
Semester
peaks
For
Here
Monday
78 Students
Speaking Prizes ~
Men 's Division Has 43 And
Women's Division 35

Dramatic Art Class To Violet Hamilton- And John
. Present "Hay Fever" Chacamaty Get Awards

The Dean's List, for the semester Is Popular Comedy By The
recently completed were announced
Famous Noel Coward
this week. A total of 78 students received ranks averaging 85 or better ,
The Dramatic , Art class will pro43 of whom were men , and 35 of
duce Noel Coward's "Hay Fever" at
whom were women.
the Alumnae building, eight o'clock,
The men who made the Dean 's list
Thursday , April 9. This is a threefor the first, semester are :
act comedy of a modern sort, deftly
Class of 1936
done by a master of light comedy.
Arthur W. Bartel, 2nd , Waterville ; "Hay Fever" has been , since its showBuckner, Waterville ; ing in London and New York, a faJames N.
George H. Cranton , Haverhill, Mass. ; vorite of the amateur theater, always
Harold W. Hickey, Turner; Arne O. popular and successful.
Lindberg, Stockholm ; Samuel ManeThe play concerns itself with a
lis, New Bedford , Mass. ; Oliver C. week-end at the country home of the
Mellen , Rocky Hill, Conn.; Robert B. Blisses, an artistic family of English
Moore, New Bedford , Mass. ; Leon B. upper middle-class people. Judith
Palmer, Dover-Foxcrof t; John G. Bliss is a Celebrated Actress (capitals
Rideout, Hartland ; Thomas G. yan- needed) who retired from the stage
Slyke, Allston, Mass.
"very finally " last season. Her husClass of 1937
band—Davis Bliss—is a successful
Wilfred J- Combellack, Augusta; novelist. Of course, the two children
Anthony DeMarinis, New York City ; —Sorel-and Simon—have grown up
Richard Follett, Millinoeket ; Rolan d pretty much as they could , with their
I. Gammon , Caribou ; Morton M. parents pursuing their own careers.
Goldfine , Chestnut Hill, Mass. ; Paul And now, each member of the strange
E. Hannon , Lawrence, Mass. ; Kermit family has invited a guest for the
S. LaFleur, Waterville ; Stanley A. week-end. The guests come ; meet
the sort oi* reception that one might
Paine, -Dexter.
expect in such a Bohemian set; and
Class of 1938
go.
Between their comings and g'o,
Robert N. Anthony, Bradford
ings
is
a series of incidents that are
Mass. ; Alfred W..Beerbaum, Waterboth
clever
and devastating.
bury, Conn. William C. Carter, Wa:'-The"cast"foirtlie"'play follows:-' :- "™"
^
'
terville ; Joseph "'^
__PauIine Walker
Mass. ; Frederick B. Oleson, Berlin , Sorel Bliss ___ :
Simon
Bliss
Willard Dunn
NT. H.; Francis C. Prescott, Guilford ;
Laughton
Clara
Catherine
John S. Pullen , 'Danforth ; Frank A.
Judith
Bliss
Iola
Chase
Record , Livermore Falls ; Walter B.
Davi
d
Bliss
Frederick
Demers
Rideout, Hartland; J. Marble Thayer,
.Robert Moore
Jr., Waterville ; Maynard C. Waltz, Sandy Tyrell
Myra
Arundel
Anita Tibault
Damariscotta.
Greatham___Harold Kimball
Richard
Class of 1939
Jackie Coryton
Thelma Beverage
Gerald M. Armstrong, Waterville ;
Muriel Scribner
Arnold Bernstein, Middle Village,
Long Island; Robert S. Borovoy,
Newtonville, Mass. ; Leon J. Braudy,
New Bedford , Mass. ; Elliott H.
Drisko, Columbia Falls; Howard E.
Goodman , Cranford , N. J.; Cleon H.
Tearing down the Mount WashingHatch , Damariscotta; Gilbert Hutch- ton trail on skis in pitch darkness
inson , West Lebanon , N.. H.; David while giving a lusty rendering of
0. Libbey, Pittsfield ;' Adolpe C.
"The Man on the Flying Trapeze ,"
Moses, Newport; Wilson C. Piper , proved to be the high spot of the
Caribou ; Irving Ward , Dorchester,
Colby Outing Club's second annual
Mass. ; John Worster, Montclair , N.
White Mountain expedition.
J.
Leaving Friday afternoon , Charles
3)
T.
Russ, '38, Robert N< Anthony, '38,
(Continued on page
Edward W. Lombard , '38, and Clifford R. Nelson , '38, journeyed to Gorham , N. H., with tra n sportation furnished by G. Cecil Goddard and
Joseph C. Smith.
On
Saturday morning, , Russ,
Anthony and Nelson commenced the
Beginning-, the period of induction ascent of Mount Washington , going
of new member's, tho Chi Omega fra- by ski to the halfway house and
ternity announces the 'initiation on thorice on foot. Weather conditions
last Wednesday evening of Doris wore unusually favorable ,the wind on
Sm ith , '37, and Mary Crowley, '39; tho summit having, a velocity of only
also , loss recently, Genevieve Spear , 50 miles' per hour, abo ut ha lf of its
'37, an d Hel en Wad e, '38, wore re- average for a good many days previous.- The party readied the top
ceived as members.
Before the annual banquet which about 8 :30, remaining for an hour.
will tako place on Friday evening, Daylight laste d for their descent to
March 6tli, the following expect to tho timberline and the last four miles
automobile road on skis
be initiatocl : Alysan Hooper , Estelio down tho
was
made
in comploto darkness.
Rogers, Mar y Elizabeth Hall, Priscilla
's's to ' say, frequont spills were
Nobdio
J o nes , Elizaheth Solie, an d Freda
Nelson received a
oxperiericod.
Abel, who will have the honorary'
'
gash
over
ono eye,
o
position of hoing the Model Initiate". sevor
arid
Mr.
Lombard
Smith spent tho
Tho plans for the initatioh banquet
exploring
tho
ski
day
terrain in tho
are to bo un der the direction of Ruth
' Appalachian Mountain
of
the
vicinity
"
Fuller and Annabelle Whitd j both 6f
Club hea dquarters and mot the mounth e class of .'80; , .
v
taineers at the Glen House at . 7:30.
Sunda y forenoon was spent in
skiing in several places in tho PinkNOTICE
ham Notch urea , the party returning
Load us Your Ears !
At tho Y's': vesper next Sunday, and to Waterville in tho afternoon. The
success; of this expedition indicates
Forum Supper with
that in the f utiiro it will bo -conducted
DR. ZERBY
on a bigger scale and include a larger
speaking . on "What Makos a
group
of tho studont body.
Religious"
phy
of
Lifo
Philoso
.

Outing Club Enj oys
Washington Tri p

Ghi Omega
Initiates Four

The thirteenth annual Coburn
Prize Speaking Contest was held at
the college chapel on Thursday evening, February 20. Dean Ninetta M.
Runnals, Litt.D., presided. In her introduction Miss Runnals spoke briefly of Miss Helen Louise Coburn ,
through whose gen-erosity and interest in Colby . women, not' only this
contest hut many other opportunities
have been made possible.
The board of judges, including Dr.
Mary Hatch Marshall, Instructor in
English ; Mrs. George Stobie, President Waterville "Women 's Clu'b; Mrs.
Joseph Coburn Smith, Alumnae Secretary ; Miss Junia L. Morse, Instructor in Education; awarded the first
prize of fifty dollars to Miss Violet
Hamilton , the second prize of twenty
dollars to Miss Margaret Higgins, the
third prize of fifteen dollars to Miss
Genevieve Spear, and the fourth prize
of ten dollars to Miss Mary Crowley.
Miss Hamilton in her speach , as the
title indicates, stressed the importance of the individual in a society
which is constantly, building more
machines with almost demoniac powers' to rob individuality. She drew a
striking contrast the independent
woodsman of Northern Maine and the
industrial worker who is subservient
t.6. . an...irqjvmaster^he ..machine,,,,';j ^.:^.
Miss Higgins brought out the high
spots' in the philosophy of the late
"unofficial president," Will Rogers.
Opening with the scene of the Arctic
disaster , she told the story of . the
man who as actor, journalist, sportsman and explorer was known to all
America. Her speech was not without humor as she quoted some of the
typical Rogers comments.
In the topic "Nonsense--Verse "
there was much entertainment as well
as a history of its development. Miss
Spear quoted verses which applied to
every phase of college life. She also
brough t in the latest versions of the
"Purple Cow," "Humpty-Dumpty "
and other nursery favorites,
From the point of view of her own
generation , Miss Crowley asked that
the youth of today be- less criticized
and more understood. Sho pointed
out tho change in the last ten years
from the fur-coate d college student in
his shiny roadster to the more serious-minded person who lives today
on the campus. In the last analysis
she pleaded that, though youth be
mistunderstood and their motives
misinterpreted , that they at least be
trusted.
Miss Thompson presented the.much
talked-about subject, Morc'y Killings,
with the pros and cons as gleaned
from a survey of several cases. Tho
life and poetry of Edna St, Vincent
Millay were tlie theme of Miss Knickerbocker 's speech. She quoted selections from several of Miss Millay 's
poems to illustrate hor various points,
Tho importance of Peace and tho
disastrous effect of mob action in
time of: crisis wore tho basis of Miss
Crawford's ' discourse. .Miss Perry
uphold the placo and need of. music
an d imusical instru ction in our lives
and particularly on our own campus.
Miss Herd "presented for our approval" Eva - Lo Galliano and her
stru ggle to success as an actress and
director in, spite of the greatest odds.
Hor spoech ' was 1)asod on , Le Galliono 's latest book. The kind of menL ai hos pi tal as a "Havon oP Rost"
rather than a prison-liko institution
was preHontod by Miss Bodurtha. Sho
spok o o f tho noo d of moro of thoso
hospitals and urged public support of
such worthwhile projects.
(Continuod on pajyo 6)

Harold W. Hickey Is Widely Recognized As A
Progressive Leader And
Speaks In Chapel
Able Law-Maker
App lies Washington 's Life
To Modern Affairs
Speaking on Washington in men's
assembly last Friday, Harold Hickey,
'36,' struck a keynote in the statement, "In these days . of graft,: corruption , and political chicanery we
would do well to turn back the pages
for inspiration - in the life ¦ of this
great man"
Pointing to "th e fact that today,
"Europe ' is preparing with baffling
rapidity for another conflict," and to
the attempts of our country to formulate a neutrality policy "to serve the
dual purpose of keeping us out of
war and , at the same time, not defeating the League ; of Nations,"
Hickey showed how Ave turn to Washington's often quoted advice to beware of - foreign entanglements. He
asked the question , "Would George
Washington , if he were alive today,
refuse to cast the link which would
(Continued on page 3)

Lenten Programs Start
With Today 's CHapel
.VM

As one of the opening events in an
unusually impressive and interesting
Lenten program ,^ Dr. Sharon L. Finch
will, on Friday from 6:45 to 7 :30 in
the Alumnae building, conduct the
first of a series- of four fireside discussions, Beginning on Friday with
the topic "How to Recover , Jesus,"
Dr. Finch in. the following weeks
will-consider "Jesus' Social Message,"
"Jesus' Religion," and "The Jesus of
History and ' the Christ of Faith."
These talks,, on a subject which Dr.
Finch is, adequately prepared , to discuss, should prove both educational
and stimulating to the entire student
hocly.
Beginning with this Wednesday
morning's chapel service by Rev.
HaroldC Metzner , the season from
iiow until Easter will include an impressive ' , number
of interesting
events. Early among these will be a
service in .Colby chapel next Sunday
at 4:00 p. m., At this time, Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby of Bates, who is known
to many students over New England
as- a keen thinker and popular personality, .will present- the "Radical
Decisions of Jesus." Later, at . Student Forum 'beginning this week at
5:30 , Dr. Zerby will discuss informally "What makes a Philosophy of Life
Religious."
Other Sunday evenings will present a Powder and Wig production of
Goodman 's play "Du st of tho Road ,"
on March 15 at tho Methodist cliurch ;
and on April 5, after vacation , a
Palm Sunday evonsong at the Congregational church.
Continuing tho sorios of Wednesday morning chapol services, Mr. Malcolm B. Dana will in tho noxt throo
wocks prosont "Tho Need for God ,"
"The Awaronoss of God," and "Tho
Domands of God, " In conclusion ,
Rov. John W. Brush' will speak on
'^Man A gainst tho Sky. " Othor special ovonts includo a Good Friday
Meditation on tho afternoon of April
12 by Rov, Jamos L. Hayes and tho
annual Easier morning Sunrise Service at the Sanitarium followed by a
rollowship breakfast in the alumnno
building,
(Continuod on page 3)

, Announcement is made by Professor Herbert C. Libby,' chairman of the
committee on visiting- lecturers, that
Dr. Preston Bradley, of ^Chicago, has
found'it inexpedient to make the trip
to Waterville for a lecture ' engagement on March 11, and that the committee has secured Senator Robert
M. La Follette , of Wisconsin , as the
speaker. The date of the lecture has
been changed to that of Monday
evening, March 2, 8 o'clock.
• Senator La Follette is recognized
widely as one of the great progressive leaders of the country. Son of
the late Robert M. La Follette, who
initiated more progressive legislation perhaps than any other United
States Senator , young Bob La Follette has been following in ,his father's footsteps and is highly regarded
as , an able law-maker in Washington. • ""
His challenging leadership in the
Senate has constantly attracted national attention. He is very much in
the headlines of our daily newspapers.
The universal tribute paid to him as .
a -deep thinker and a profound stu- ,
dent of economics makes for* eager
and interested attention any time he
spea k s, whether o.i the floor of the
Senate or in an occasional lecture en> '
gagement. - '. - -— -t-rr ~~

¦
'

-- --—-«. o -v-si.***

•Excerpts from the . WashingtonMerry-Go-Round:
."Today h-e is one of not more than
a. half dozen men in the United States
Senate who are first rank public
speakers. '
.- ;
"He is particularly effective because of his universal popularity ' and
the high respect in which he is held
by everyone in the Senate.
"This is due, not to any mincing of
words when, discussing issues, but to
the fact that he never indulges in personalities. He confines himself always
strictly to issues ' and principles. "
•. While his audiences may not al- >
ways be in agreement with his conclusions, they are unanimous in praising
him -as 't an. earnest and eloquent- '
speaker.
The address will be presid-ed over
by Professor Ernest C. Marriner,
Dean of Men. An open forum discussion will follow ' the adrcss.
COMING EVENTS
Wed., Feb. '.26 ,/-Chapel , Mr. Metzner ,
• 10 a. m.: '
Track Meet, Colby Frosh vs. Cony
: -

High.

¦¦
. ' , .¦¦' ¦ ¦' '

Basketball,
3:30—Z. P., 'vs.. L. C. A.
4:30—D. U. vs. P. D. T.
Thurs., Feb. 27, Basketball,
3:30—T. K. N. vs. T. D. P.
;
' 4:30—D. K. E. vs. A. T. O.
Fri„ Fob. 28 , Women 's Play Days.
Dr. Finch' s Fireside Lecture , 6:45
p. m,, Alumnae building.
Basketball ,
3:80—Z. P. vs. K. D. R.
4:80—D. U. vs. L. C. A,
Sat., Feh. 20 , Track Meet, U. cf M. at
Or ono.
Basketball ,
<
2:30—D. K, E. vs. T. D. P.
3:30—Z.- P . vs. A. T. O.
J
Womon 's Play "Days.
i
Sun., , March I, ( Lonton Chapol , Dr. j ^
Zorby, 4: 00V m.
! '
Mon., March 2, Locturo , Senator La '
Follollo ,'8:00 P, M.
Tuos., March 8, Fireside , Locturo, "
0:45, Chemical Hall.
' ¦
'
' Basketball ,
, • -' .
¦
7:00—A. ,T. 0. vs. K. D. R.'
, > '>
. 8:00—P. D. T. -vs. L. C. A.
Wed., March 4 , Lonlori Clinpol ,' Mr, '
, '
- Dami.
, i , , i

•'

,'
V

Garnet Trackmeii Defeat :
Frosh End Season With
Two One-Sided Victories Bfiiles lo Dual Meet Here
Kishon Thrills Spectators By
Take Kents Hill By 53-37 Overpower R. C. I. By 43-13
Setting Three Records
"' Coach Roundy's Frosh Basketball
With the broad shoulders of Tony
team concluded a good season by Kishon responsible for three new
downing Ricker Classical Institute by meet records as well as two new Colthe wide margin of 43-13.
by indoor records in the weight
As if to avenge their earlier de- events, a well balanced Bates track
feat at the hands of the Ricker team took the Mule varsity cinder
team, the Blue team played whirlwind skimmers into camp - Saturday afterbasketball, tallying five points in the noon by a 88% to 33% point score.
first period, sixteen in the second, and Coach Ray Thompson 's boys were
twelve in the third.
strong in every event, and it was one
Spina, Burrill, Malins, Hopkins, of the best meets seen here in severand Andrews all played a fine game al years.
of basketball. Coach Roundy played
The action started eai-ly with
his entire second team a good part of Kishon throwing the discus farther
the game. Farnham, Ricker's big than it has ever been thrown indoors
football player -was the best on his in this state. Huge Tony 's heave of
team but even he wasn't good enough 152 ' feet 3 inches is something that
for the scrappy Frosh five.
the spectators will never forget. Carl
Hodges came through with • the best,
The summary r~
toss
of his career, a 125 foot 11 inch
Colby
heave.
If Carl keeps on improving
G.
F. Pts.
he
is
going
to be scaling the slippery
12
4
4
Burrill, rf >_ !
plate
140
feet
before receiving his
2
Salisbury, rf
1
0
sheepskin.
10
5
0
Spina , If
¦¦ . ' ' ¦
Colby
The next weight attraction produc2
If
1
0
Hooker,
G. • F. Pts.
ed
a heave of 45 feet for Tony, a new
2
1 5
Malins, c
18
8
2
Burrill, rf
Colby
indoor record. Hodges clipped
.
—
j Antonakos, c
0
0
0
_ __ 0
0
0i
Buzzell, rf
off
45
feet to place second. Like his
1
1 " 3,
Andrews, rg
_ 0
0
0
Salisbury, rf
this 45 foot recdiscus
measurement,
O
i
l
Kiricus, rg
8
1 . 17
Spina, If _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
yet produced.
ord
is
the
best
he
has
3
1
7
Hopkins, lg
0
4
Kincus, If _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ ' 2
In the shot Tony shoved the pill out
'.- 2
1
5
Malms, c
—
43 over the 45 foot mark for another
Totals
17
9
,0 . 0
Hooker, c
0
record. Hodges produced again the
R. C. I.
2
0
4
Andrews, rg _
best heave of his career to nab third
G.
F. Pts.
1
5
Hopkins, lg
point
; it was a 40 foot 9% measure- 2
_______
0
0
0
' Antonakos, lg __ . . .0
0
0 Quigley, rg
ment.
Once the big Winslow boy got
2
0 , ,2
Osborn e, rg
it out.ove r 42 feet, but fouled.
0
0
0
53 : Howard, lg
Totals
24
5
The thriller of the afternoon was
0
0
0
Peabody, lg
Kents Hill
the two mile. The audience knew be2
1
0
G.
F. Pts. Slipp, c
fore the race started that they could
4
2
0
1
1 Farnham, c
O'Donnell, rg _ _ _ -_ 0
count on little Herbie DeVe'ber giving
2
1 5
Dorsey, rf
—
G'errier, lg _
0
1
1
them
all he had , and he didn 't disap—
0
0
0
1
2
4 McCann , rf
Aylesworth, lg _ .
point
them in the least. Even
*_ 0 . 0
0
5
0
10 Bubor, If
O'Laughlin, c
though he had run a fast mile a short
0
0
0
Reed, c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
time before , Herby refused to wilt
13
Totals
5
3
1 0
2
Hincks, c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
and came home with a most sensaReferee : Matheson (Springfield) .
2
1
5
Power, rf _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
tional last lap sprint that had the
2 Time: 4-8's.
Sheering, r f— _ — 1 0
crowd roaring His time was very
6
0
12
Hoemberg, If
good under the conditions.
1.000
0
0
0 Chi Omega
3
0
Ludlam, If _ _ _ _ _ _ _
The 300 trial between Bill Luokko
.667 and Sol Fuller also gave the crowd a
Dela Delta Delta 2
1
2
.333 treat. These boys raced shoulder to
16
5
37 Alpha Delta Pi __ 1
Totals __
0
3
.000 shoulder for two laps with Luokko
Referee : Matheson (Springfield). Sigma Kappa
The players and summaries are the having enough reserve to win by six
Time: 4*1O's.
f ollowing:
inches. Sol also pulled a fine hurdAlpha Delts
ling race out of his speedy legs to
_ 60 83 143 ¦win in even time.
Hayes
.
63 58 121
Robinson
The 600 didn 't develop into the
Bradstreet
63 65 128 race that was expected as Paul MerLewis
54 76 130 rick allowed Howard to pile up too
Hollis
73 66 139 much yardage on him and even one of
Keen competition and eager rivalry
Paul's last lap sprints wasn't enough
Tri Delts
opened a new form of intersorority Thibault
to
close the gap. If Merrick can get
56
64
120
—
competition ,- when on Thursday after- MacLeod
72 67 139 himself down to the task of keeping
noon weekly bowling matches started MacCarey
86 67 153 up with the pace , he is going to be
with the Sigmas vieing with the Chi Mulkem __
75 50 125 just about the . best middle distance
O's and the Tri Delts with the Alpha Wheeler ___
74 72 146 man in this state.
Delts. Even with the first string much
The 40 saw one of those eyelash
Sigma Kappa
skill was demonstrated as the balls Caswell
finishes
with Keller gaining the ver72 77 149
aimed straight down the alleyways, Ross __
__ 72 77 149 dict. It was so close that even the
but the final scores announced the Stobie
— 70 77 147 j udges didn 't know what was going
first leaders of the league when the Manter _
__ 75 76 151 on,
¦
Chi O's defeated the Sigmas by 52 Lowell
68 76 144
The summary :
pins, and the Tri Delts their opponChi Omega
40 yard dash—Won by Keller,
ents by 22 pins. Amy Thompson and Thompson
94 102 196 (B) ; 2nd , Keck (B) ; 3rd , Daggett,
Billie MacCarey topped the lists with Fuller
75 69 144 (C) . Time, 4 3-5. (New dual record
high scores.
Smith
79 72 151 equalling field house mark) .
45 yard high hurdles—Won by FulTh e stan di n gs of th e sororities are White
— 74 67 141
76
74
150
as follows :
Libby
ler,
(C) ; 2nd , Luokko, ( B ) ; 3rd,
—
Dolan , (C)i Time 6 seconds. (Equals
, _ _ m m m i i_ i _>_ w _» _ »—»—» ¦- _, _ ._¦_»¦i » _ » ' _, m _, —» _» _ . _> _» _»_» *mm m w _ » _ » _ » _ » _ » — »— . _—
» _¦_._._»_ meet record).
¦ »_»_ >
¦>
' "' _
.
}
S00 yard dash—First tie, Keck and
Keller, ( B ) ; 2nd , Luokko, (B). Timo,
S5 seconds. .
600 yard run—Won by Howard,
<B) ; 2nd , Merrick, (C) ; 3rd, But l er,
;(C). Timo, 1.19 4-5. (New meet
record).
1000 yard run—Won by Danielson ,
(B) ; 2nd , Saunders , (B); 3rd,
Pr ith am , (C), Timo , 2.28 3-5.
Mile—Won by Saunders, ( B ) ; 2nd;
DeV e'ber, (C) ; 3rd, Stotson , (B).

The Colby Frosh hoopsters smacked
the Kents Hill boys by a score of
53-37 in a very sci'appy game at the
v Colby gymnasium on Wednesday,
;Feb.;19.
; Burrill lead the Colby team
through a speedy-first quarter which
.ended with a score of 15-6 in . favor
of the Frosh.
• The second and third periods were
hard fought and ended,with scores of
21-14 and 37-27 respectively. Colby
was ooi top in both instances.
. In the early part • of -, the fourth
period Kents Hill menaced the Blue
team, but Spina quickly tallied nine
points for the - Frosh and the game
ended , a decisive victory for Coach
Roundy's boys.
' • ¦ . " . Burrill and Spina were outstanding
for Colby while Holmberg starred for
Kents Hills.
• The summary :

Keen Rivalry Prevails
In Sorority Bowling

See the New

Peter Pan and Duke of

Kent Shirts . H. 6 5
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Time, 4.41. .
2 mile—Won by DeVeb'er, (C) ;
2nd, Tubbs, (B) ; .3rd, Stetson , (B).
Time, 10.12 3-5 seconds.
Broad jump—Won by Keller, (B) ;
2nd , Washuk, (C) ; 3rd, Luokko , (B ).
Distance, 21 feet 7% inches. (New
field house record).
High jump—Won by Connell, (B) ;
2nd , Brackett, (C) ; 3rd , tie Anderson , ( C), and Case, (B). Height, 5
feet 7 inches.
Pole vault—Won by Cook and
Meagher, (B) ; 2nd , Oladell, (C).
Height, 10 feet 6 inches.
Shot—Won by Kishon, (B); 2nd ,
Cook, (B) ; 3rd, Hodges, (C). Distance, 45 feet 1BA inches. (New meet
record).
Discus—Won by Kishon, (B); 2nd ,
Hodges, (C) ; 3rd, Clark, (B). Distance, 152 feet 3 inches. (New meet
and field house record) .
35 pound weight—Won by Kishon,
(B) ; 2nd , Hodges, (C) ; 3rd, Peabody, (B). Distance, 54 feet 2Vz
inches. ( New indoor and meet record).

cides that it is about time for him to
keep closer to the leaders in the early
stages. Hurwitz is a . former Regimental champion and can do 1.16.
Bill Hunnewell and Herbie DeVeber are expected to produce some
fast stepping in the two mile. Herbie
is in great form and hopes' to break
ten minutes Saturday.
John Gowell, one of the best . high
hurdlers in the country, is going to
have to step right along to lceep ahead
of Fuller in the timber topping
event. A World Record Equalling
figure isn't out of the winner's reach
in this event.
Stan Washuk in the. broad jump,
Howie Brackett and Wendell Anderson in the high ju mp are other likelyMule point scorers. Stan has been
hitting near 22 feet in practice and
may pull his best jump in competition
Saturday. If five-six places in the
high jump, Colby will have two men
in the select circle of point scorers
in this event.

Lambda Chi Bowlers
Are Far In The Lead
Several Pin Pickers Have
Averages Over 90 Mark

TrackTtiam Opposes Lamhcla Chi Alpha's crack bowling
team continues to remain unbeaten
far in the lead in the annual InMaine On- Saturday and
terfraternity Bowling League as a reDashes And Wei ght Events
Expected To Be Features
Again the under-dog, Colby's rapidly improving tract squad will go to
Orono , Saturday afternoon for the
dual meet with Coach diet Jenkins'
well balanced Stein Song group of
track and field performers. Several
of the events on the program will
furnish plenty of excitement, but lack
of Colby balance is going to be too
much in Maine 's favor.
The most interesting competition
should be in the weight events and
in the dashes. Carl Hodges and Kerm
LaFleur are showing such improvement that they rate second only to
Tony Kishon as the best weight tossers in the state. George Frame is a
great competitor in the 35 pound
weight for the Pale Blue cluster, and
he also tosses the shot and discus.
Hodges did 45 feet against Bates, and
may get up around 50 feet so that he
will bother Frame considei*ably.
Hodges and LaFleur are capable of
placing first and second in both the
discus and the shot.
Cecil Daggett and Sol Fuller will
be pitted against Don Huff and
Johnny Murray in the dash events.
Daggett snared a third against Bates
and should be good for a place. Fuller
is the dark-horse of this event and it
wouldn 't surprise anyone to . see him
hit the tape first. Murray and Huff
should get plenty of competition from
Fuller and Bob Tuibyne in the 300.
Sid ,Hurwitz and Bob Dewick are
expected to have too much for Paul
Merrick in the COO unless Paul de.&

sult of the competition of the past
week.t Undefeated in twenty four
starts, the Purple and Gold lead their
nearest competitors, the Theta Kappa
Nu outfit, by a wide margin, and present indications are that the North
college aggregation cannot fail to
capture the team crown.
While the Lambdas have been
sweeping their six matches, competition among the other teams has been
fairly even. Alpha Tau Omega is
only seven percentage points out of
second place and Kappa Delta Rho,
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Zeta Psi and
Delta Upsilon axe following closely.
Colby League Standing
—
Pet.
Won Lost
L. C. A.
24
0
1.000
T. K. N.
17
11
.607
A. T. O.
18
13
.600
K. D. R.
8
8
.500
D. K. E.
13
15
.464
Z. P.
7
9
.438
D. U.
.
5
7
.417
P. D. T.
7
21
.250
T. D.
5
23
.179
Records
High average, Wilde, 98.
High single , Sullivan , 141.
High three , Wilde, 356.
Team single, L. C. A., 515.
Team tota l, L. C. A., 1451.
Averages, 90 or better: Wilde, 98;
Caddoo , 94; Farnham , 94; Belyea,
94; Demers, 93; Holt, 93; Paganucci ,
92; Carerly, 92; Washuk, ,91; Stineneford , 91; Beach , 90.
TRACK NOTICE
Pictures of Varsity Track Team ,
Freshman Track Team , and VarsityCross Country Team will be taken in
the Field House , Thursday, Feb ruar y
27 , at four o 'clock.
_

v.
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Delta Upsilon
Paces League

Ph ysics Society Sees

modern day attack be gained in such
a short time.
All candidates including those from,
last fall's Freshman club can get
their equipment any time this week at
the
Chi Gam- the gymnasium.
On Tuesday evening
As the fraternity hoop league ma Sigma physical society held its
^
.comes into -the home stretch the D. first meeting' this semester
HAROLD W. HICKEY
at 7:30 p.
Lambda
Chis
aire
the
TJ.'s and the
(Continued
from page 1)
xn. The purpose of this meeting was
only clubs __l>oasting unscathed rec- to get a bird's eye vie-w of the differords. D. U. is on top at present with ent branches of scienee. In order to bind together Washington, D. C. and
six wins and no defeats, and the get a clearer conception of such a Geneva?"
Going on to our domestic affairs,
Lambda Chr*s -have won five and vast field , sound pictures were used.
he spoke of present day attempts at
dropped non«.
There were reels on Geology, Physics, the usurpation of powers by the ex^- The outstanding contest of the Psychology, Chemistry, and Biology. ecutive branch and the "hue and cry
week was the clash between the D. TJ. Since some of the members are going
that the Supreme Court ~e curbed,"
and Zete outfits. The Zetes got off to write research articles .on a few of and stated that, "Here again we are
to a fast start and lead their oppon- these subjects , an informal discussion forced to turn to the Father of Our
ents by a small margin during the followed the presentation of the pic- Country."
first three periods. Things began to tures.
In order to throw some light on
happen in the latter half of the fourth
Plans for future meetings were ¦why Washington "still lives to so
canto. With the D. XJ.'s trailing by drawn up, and this society expects deeply influence the people of this
six points, Barry and Fournier began to hold about six more meetings this nation," Hickey reviewed the hardto fill the basket. When the Zetes year. If these plans materialize, Dr. ships and sufferings of Washington
were leading by two points and there Bovie and Dr. Haas from the Univer- at the hands of both his supporters
was left less than thirty seconds to sity of Vienna, who, incidentally, is a and opponents in the field of battle
play, Fournier came to the. rescue visiting professor at Bowdoin, will be and in the office of president of the
and sunk a long one from eenter. guest speakers. The next meeting newly formed republic. The sacrifices
Barry scored three points in the over- will be for tlie purpose of admitting of this greatest of all Americans he
time period and the game was won new members. Candidates must have brought home with great force when
for D. U. twenty-six to twenty-four. had at least one year of Physics be- he said, "I wonder if Mr. Jim Farley
Last Monday the Zetes retaliated fore they can be considered for would flash his winning smile if he
and pulled a he art breaker on the membership.
were to spend a few nights sleeping
league leading Phi Delts, leaving
beneath a mulberry -tree."
them, in the -wake of a thirty-four to
Hickey's clear cut description of
nine score. This defeat relegated the
the obstacles Washington overcame
Phi Delts from first to third place
and of how he first set the infant
rating.
United States on its path of progress
has
Tau
Delt
quintet
made
the assembly realize that there
snappy
The
this
on
a
little
speed
is
much
in this man's life to think
putting
been
Spring football practice will get
thirtyabout.
the
A.
T.
O.'s
week defeating
under way on Monday afternoon,
four to twenty-five, and the K. D. R.'s March the 2nd, and will terminate at ' Preceding the speaker Harold Althirty-three to twenty-five. These the beginning of the spring recess on len made an anouneement regarding
victories have raised them from March 20th. Practice will be held the pop concert to be sponsored by
seventh to fifth position.
every afternoon possible in the field the Colby Glee Club. President
The consistent L. C. A. team house from four to five with the ex- Franklin W. Johnson introduced the
swamped the Dekes forty-nine to ception of Saturdays. The immedi- speaker.
fourteen in a lopsided struggle. The ate goal of this practice is a more
LENTEN PROGRAMS
D. U.'s had & little trouble in main- complete offensive layout. The plans
(Continued
from page 1)
taining their van position in the for next year's offense are alWhile not wishing to imply that releague when they encountered a stub- ready fairly complete, and inligion
is- only something to be culti'
finally
they
which
born K. D. R. club
clude a basic cycle of plays
vated
during
a certain period of the
thirty-eight.
to
nosed out forty-three
from two or three formations.
yea
r,
the
Colby
Counsel on Religion
As the D. TJ.'s and Lambda Chi's Using this year's development as
has
tried
in
some
measure to provide
have several more games to play, the basic starting point, all plays will
an
atmosphere
which
will interpret
title won 't be won until the last ball is operate from a single and double
to
students
the
fullest
meaning
of the
shift which will require some time to
bounced.
Easter
season.
de.v.elpp. .. ..
The summary : "'"'''" r
"
An offensive system such as this
DEANS LIST
Won Lost cannot be acquired without the co(Continued
' from page 1)
operation on the part of the players
D. U.
6
0
The
women
who
made the Dean 's
and a real desire for a more diversiL. C. A.
5
0
list
are
as
follows
:
P. D. T.
5
1 fied attack. This cannot be acquired
Cl ass of 1936
Zetes
4
1 in the short time allowed us for preAlice L. Bocquel , Waterville ;
season training in the fall, nor can
Tau Delt
2
4
the acquired possibilities of the indi- Agnes C. Carlyle, West Roxbury,
D. K. E.
1
4
viduals as to the fundamentals of Mass. ; Charlotte M. Howland , BrighK. D. R
0
4
passing, pass receiving, punting, pull- ton , Mass. ; H. Lueile Jones , WaterA. T. 0
0
4
ing out , spins, and laterals of the town, Mass. ; Catherine Laughton ,
T. K. N.
0
5
Harmony ; Elizabeth Miller , Norridge-

Scientific Movies

wock; Edythe D. Silverman, Portland; F-.Annette Tebbetts, eRadfield;
Anita L. Thib'ault, Newburyport,
Mass.; Elizabeth S. Thompson , Portland.
Class of 1937
Iola H. Chase, Mechanic Falls;
Sara J. Cowan, Pittsfield; Janet P.
Goodridge, Westbrook ; Dorothy W.
Goodwin, Waterville ; Marjorie D.
Gould, Newton Centre, Mass. ; Lucille K. Pinette, Millinocket; Louise
G. Tracey, Waterville ; Hazel E. Wepfer, Jamaica, N. Y.; Elizabeth Wilkinson, Jamaica, N. Y.
Class of 1938
Edith L. Barron, Waterville ;
Martha R. Bessom, Marblehead,
Mass.; Ethel L. Bradstreet, Danvers,
Mass.; Jean R. Cobb, Brownville
Junction ; Julie Haskell, New London,
Conn.; Alice A. Manley, Ramapatnam, South India; Elizabeth Oliver,
Pittsfield; Dorothy B. Trainor, Waterbury, Conn.

BARRON'S

Skinless Hot Dogs

"Phil"

"Unck"

18S Main St.

J. L. GIGUERE BARBER SHOP
Best of Service to Colby Students
146 MAIN STREET

Buy a Meal Ticket and Save Money

PARKS5 DINER

Excellent service.

Tel. 1817

•

i

SILVER TAVERN 28 Silver Street

j

FRANK BERKLEY, Prop,
y Where College People Moot

J

BEST HAMBURGERS IN TOWN

Largo German Frankforts—Vienna Bolla
Look for the Blue Ribbon Sign
The only Brick Oven Grill in town
.i
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STATIONERY , DANCE PBOGRAMSr INVITATIONS
and other Printing for Fraternities

CITY JOB PRINT
'
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"The Shop of Experience"

104 Main St.

If you want RadclifFe-Titnely or Knit-Tex Clothes,
Whitney Shirts, Superba Ties, Berg and Dobbs Hats,
Mutisingwear, you can get Quality Merchandise here
at Better Values—-Compare

49 Main Street

•

-

-

.

-

.

'

Waterville

Tuxedo Suits in the new Double Breasted models to let

"Joe"

Early Showing I

Elm City
SPRING STYLES I Bowling
For MEN and WOMEN 1
Alleys
Specialty Shoe Store 1

Waterville, Me.

¦'
,

»_ ¦¦«_. I»«.
. ! -.

106 MAIN STREET

]

When You Think of CANDY
Think of

HAGER'S

113 Main Streot
WATERV ILLE, MAINE

in Brown , White , Gra y with the New
Red Cre pe Sole

Dakin
Sporting Goods Co.

Proctor & Bowie Co.

HARDWARE/ PAINTS AND OILS
LUMBER and CEMENT
Telephone 45<M57

__WllllMaUWI -«_-l-U-B--BI-MI -l---l-i«IUIIII -«-»

The Newest Thin g in
Cam
pus Footwear for
¦
'•
Men
SUEDE SHOES

Sporting Goods, Paints and Oils
29 Front Street, Waterville

The. onl y Sporting: Goods Store witb ;
-Everything for Sports
58 Tomplo St.
Waterville, Mo.

I

New Low Prices

|

JUST ARRIVED

HARDWARE

"Just Across the Bridge"

WatoYvilla. Maine

¦

¦

NASH BEAUTY SALON

It's the Quality Men's Stor e of Central Maine

Rollins-Dunham Co.

Opposite VJfoodman Stadium —For Campus Convenience

.

•

Pooler 's Men 's Shop, Inc. ' :

PRESCRIPTIONS OUR BUSINESS
Telephone 58
118 Main Street
Waterville, Me.

A comp lete line of sandwiches, sodas, smokes and
sundries.

T«l. 207

j

MARCELLING, FINGER WAVING
SHAMPOOING, HAIR CUTTING, MANICURES
EACH FOR 25 CENTS

ALLEN'S
DRUG STORE

A congenial p lace to meet your friends.

Saving! Bank Building

1

Member Federal Deposit Insur ance Corp.

GENERAL INSURANCE

THE ICE CREAM BAR

;

LER OY M.S. MINER, D.M,D., M.D., Cum
De pt. 7§ 188 Lonqwood Ave., Borten, Mam.

33 MAIN STREET
An Institution Interested in Colby Students

Boothb y & Bartlett Co.

'

DENTA L SCHOOL ;

A competent course of preparation for
the dental profession. A "Oaa» A."
School. Write for catalogue:

Where Colloge Boys Go

Just off Main Street on Temple Street
"There'll be barrels of , fun "

Sanitary equipment.

A Phase of Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual opportunit ies for a career
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

THE FEDERAL TRUST COMPANY

CAR 'ON'S
Barber Shop

Leo Barron, '35

MEET ME AT

• THE NEW

BANK WITH

Sprin g Grid Practi ce
Begins On Monda y

Ed Barron , '29

Class, of 1939 - ,/ ' „ ,
- ',
Freda K. Abel, New- York, N. Y. ;
Sally Aldrich, Guilford ; Mary T.
Crowley, ' Kenmore, N. Y.; Elizabeth
W. Darling, .Blue Hill ; Jeanette L.
Drisko, Belfast ; Constance Knickerbocker, Waterville; Elizabeth A.
Solie, Dixfield; Rhoda M. Wein, Waterville.

$4.95

The Fam ous Bate s Br and
Fred Sterns, »29 ii

George Sterns, '31

AAi. 8TCRN8
'

'

S3 Main
Street
..
'

'

-
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Waterville , Maine
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1935

Member

In the Interest of
Peace

1936

- Plssocided Golle6icde Press
Distributor o f .

GollegiateDigest

Published weekly throughout the College year except during vacation
and final examination periods under supervision of the students of Colby
,
College.
Maine,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Waterville,
¦
under the act of March 5, 1879. .
. • ..
Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
Address all circulation complaints, advertising inquiries or- orders to
John P. Dolan, 236 Main Street, Waterville, Me.

The Editor is responsible for the general policy, the editorials, and . the make-up oi the paper.
The Managins: Editor te responsible for the news.

Managing . Editor
Women 's Editor

"~

IOLA H. CHASE
Bus iness Managers

JO HN P. DOLAN. and CHARLES R. GEER
-Frederick Demers, *87
R. Irvine Gammon, '87

Associate .Ed itors
M. Gerald Kyan, '37
David M. Trecartin , '87

" •• ' •"

¦;"""
Lucille K. Pinette, '87
Marjo rie D. Gould, '87

Assistant Editors

Donald B. Read, "38
Joseph Ciechon, '38
Robert N. Anthony, '88
: :. '
'
Edward J. Seay. '38
Harry K. Hollis, '88
L. Russell Blanchard, '88
Alice A. Manley, '38
. Eleanor L. MacCarey, '36
Catherine C. Laughton , '86
MiZdred M. Thibodeau , '38
Joyce M. Verry, '38
Circulation

Manager

ARNOLD E. SMALL
Advertising Manager

NORMAN R. ROG-ERSON
James F. Flynn

Assistant Business Ma nagers
Edville G. Lemoine

Is there a demand for Spanish at
Colby? The administration has frequently been importuned by individual students to reintroduce the study
of this language , dropped from the
curriculum several years ago. Recently notices were posted requesting
all -students desiring to study Spanish
to register that desire with their
dean . The response has been negligible. The Department of Modern Languages will give courses in Spanish if
there is sufficient demand. Decision
must be reached on March 1st. Students who wish to study Spanish
should consult their dean before that
date. As this issue of the ECHO goes
to press the registered demand is not
sufficient to warrant the introduction
of a course.

Orcnids to trie editor of the Sentinel . . . We presume that he (like
most of the -world) . . . never sees
this column . . . But he should cheer
all budding columnists, making their
follies mild by comparison . . . Last
week we wrote an editorial—WOMEN AND PACIFISM . . . We can
all make fallacies. But not on such
a grand scale!
"Little boys fight .' . . If they
don 't they are sissies . . . Hence nations should fight , or they'll just be
sissies, too" , . . So sorry our editor
never grew up . . . We learned that
little boys lost their pugnacity at
adolescence . . . took up football
—and girls . . . and even mental
combats . . .
There has been war to build empires and war to end war . . . but
Plans for the most successful
to make the world safe for black Junior "Week-End in Colby history
eyes . . . Oh, Penrod, spare us . . .
are progressing rapidly with Class
Secretary Hull has spoken of peoPresident John J. Sheehan, having reple who "unable as individuals to feel
cently named the Junior Prom Weeksuperior to circumstances . . . will
End Committee as follows : Lambda
seek as nations to establish by force Chi Alpha,
Arnold Holt ; Delta Upsuperiority
over
each
other." silon, Tony Demarinis ; Alpha Tau
.
(Though without advice to editorial Omega, Gerald
Ryan ; Zeta Psi, Edson
writers) . . . He suggested improv- Goodrich; Phi Delta Theta,
William
ing trade relations . . . a revival of
Deens; Theta Kappa ' Nu, Howard
world commerce as aid to peace . . . Wilcox; Tau Delta Phi
, Benjamin
All this in an address to the annual Brownstein ; Kappa Delta
Rho , Paul
Woman Congress in Chicago. . . .
Palmer.
But our editor need not grieve
There will be no original student
. . . if he finds this sissy-ish . . . musical comedy this year
, nor will
Not when the House votes the War there be any production put
on by
Dept. such a loving Valentine . . . the Dramatic Art Class
; therefore it
"A record-breaking peace-time meas- has become necessary for President
ure" of $545,226 ,318 with some 13 Sheehan and
his committee to think
million thrown in for aircraft . . . of some new idea. It is possible that
This as opposing congressman Mar- a "Colby College Night" might be
cantonio, Republican of N. Y., shout- worked out for the Thursday evened: "Keep up this militarism and the ing that the play usually falls on.
youth of the country will goose-step
This could .be held at one of the local
over the campus with their hands theaters with all the aspects of a first
raised in salute . . . " Interesting night presented. Open house chasers
statistics for 1S36 sho-w that more on Saturday look better than ever
money was budgeted for Chemical this year.
.
warfare service than for the Office of
Nothing definite has been d-ecided
Education—oyer a million more . . . concerning the selection of the band
While : Care-takers of army horses— as yet. With the money that they
$1,830, 900; but children 's bureau— will have to work with, the Junior
only $403,380 . . .
Class cannot hope to get one of the
In this war-minded woxdd, an hon- big "nam e" bands, but you can rely
ored and renowned pacifist is a i-arity on the fact that the best music avail. . . but such a person is George able will be presented.
Lansbuxy, British ex-Labor leader
Next week the committee will be
. . . Head-line provoker in recent able to tell more about the bands that
British affairs, he now plans an are under consideration , and it will
American tour . . . sailing April 15 also be decided by that time just what
. . . invited by an intei'-denoniina- there will be in the way of entertaintional . committee . . . He expects to ment for Tluu'sday evening.
lecture here, later in Canada . . .
Here's to you, Mr. Lansoury !

Pro m Plans Develo p in g

Edi tor-in-Chief

JAMES L. ROSS
JOSEPH B. O'TOOLE, JR.

Spanish Next Year? Profit Motive Is
Discussed At Forum

' ,'

Johro H. McN-mara

Greek Letter Values . . r ¦
are in college at a time when there is considerable argument ahout
WE
and questioning of the values of Greek Letter Societies. At no
time in the history of fraternities and sororities has there been so
much criticism and speculation concerning the function and value of fraternity lif e in the college world. If these institutions are to continue their
existence and . flourish at Colby in coming years, each and every one of
them sliould devote some time immediately to a thorough introspection
with the definite aim and purpose of discovering exactly what its failings
are, what the organization is and what' it could be if improvement measures
were applied.
In a chapel speech last year the Dean of Men presented a highly critical
and constructive discussion of the fraternity problem on this campus, giving credit where credit was due and offering valuable suggestions where
improvement was desirable. How many of these suggestions were acted
upon and how much room for improvement remains? In his opening chapel
address of the present collegiate year, the President declared himself an
advocat e of the fraternity , system but, also mentioned several aspects of
the present system which could well stand alteration and improvement.
How many of these aspects have since been considered ?
Colby is a small college with a rich tradition of fraternity life which has
come down to us through a great number of years. The records of the
various chapters are filled with accounts of worthwhile accomplishment.
Each commencement time finds hundreds of alumni returning to visit their
chapters with deep interest and concern for their welfare. These
alumni reminisce about their old fraternity days, visit the rooms in which
their fraternity life centered , ask questions about the present status of
the chapters, and in many other ways indicate their sincere and live interest
in fraternity life.
,
The members of fraternal organizations on the Colby campus today are
as staunch advocates of the fraternity life as were those who went before
them. Through their own fraternity life they can see the practical value
of the fraternity, and sincerely believe in its" ju stification of its existence.
The danger lies in the fact that these same enthusiastic advocates do not
always complete their analyzation by considering the existing faults and
deficien cies in the system.
We are firm believers that fraternity life is a valuable institution, and
sincerely hope for the continuance of its -existence. But we also realize
that there are defects present which could well be eliminated. We do not
need to go into detail about these short-comings, for every one of us can
see the_n about us each day. This is the time when each fraternity and
sorority should take upon itself the problem of improvement so that the
critical element which is so evident today will lose any grounds for its
serious dismay, Improvement of fraternities and sororities must come
from within because of their secret nature, Outside criticism can do nothing but destroy. Now is the time to justify the existence of fraternities
and sororities by they themselves seeing to it that they fulfill all of their
potential benefits, to themselves, thoir college, and to the individuals which
comprise them.

Special Sale
Die stam p ed Corres p ondence Cards
. and Note p aper
24 sheets - 24 Envelopes

-

-

~~7

ECH O
Echoings

Chi Omega entertained for the
third consecutive yeai*. at a dinner
dance given in the Lancey House,
Pittsfield , on Washington 's Birthday.
The melodies of Jerry Cram and his
orchestra furnished music for the
dancing. . Carnations and small Chi
Omega banners added a bit of festive
atmosphere as souvenirs for the
escorts.
The patrons and patronesses were
Mr. and Mrs, Albert R. Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs. John M, Alden , and Miss
Corinne B. VanNorman.
The committee in charge of the
affair included Kathryn D. Cobb , '37,
chairman , Annabelle E. White, '36,
Harriet B. Weibel , '37, and Priscilla
Cram , '38.

New York (ACP). Two slang
phrases of the hour—"Oh , yeah?"
and "He can take it"—were lauded
by Robert Gordon Anderson , author
and newspaperman , in a recent address, to Hunter ..College students,._._ ._
" 'Oh, yeah?' is not ridiculous,"
Anderson said. "It is tragic in its
implications. It is as eloquent of
world weariness as the bitterest cry
of the disillusioned from Ecclesiastes
down to Dreiser and Lewis.
"It bristles with challenge, as the
young men cry: 'Why have you slain
our illusions? Why have you killed
our faith?' "
Nor was there anything new in
"He can take it," Anderson declared,
pointing to the analogy between it
and the spirit the Victorians applauded in Henley's line, "Beneath the
bludgeoning of chance^ ' my head is
bloody but unbowed."
Austin , Texas (ACP). Did the
20th century begin Jan. 1, 1900, or
Jan. 1, 1901?
A University of Texas professor
baffled a class in Greek history with
this question the othor day. Half the
class voted Jan 1, 1900, while tho
other half wouldn't comment. , -'
The learned pedagogue finally told
the boys and girls.
"There's no such thing as zero
year," he said. "Did you ever stop
to think of the year 1 A. D.? Now
think about 100 A. D., and you'll see
only 99 years passed between Jan. 1,
1 A, D., and Jan. 1, 100 A. D.
Therefore , Jan. 1, 101 is the date
that marked the exact passing of the
first century after Christ, an d tho
20th century began Jan. 1, 1901.

Twenty-five years ago Walter C.
Emerson , '84, in a speech which he
delivered before the Boston Colby
Alumni Association said: "The large
universities are luxuries, but the
small colleges are necessities. The
small college has produced great men
who are doing things out of all proportion to the size of the institution
from which they graduated. The
personal contact between faculty and
student enable the small college to
train men best for civic duties. If
your lot is to be a small college , then
be the best small college there is—
Let us supply your needs
and Colby is on the way."
The morning after this Boston
Yale students earned a total of
FO UNTAIN PENS , PENCILS,
Colby Alumni banquet , tho following TYPEWRITERS , NOTE BOOKS, $432 , 132' last year.
editorial appeared in tho Boston
PAPER , STATIONERY
Transcript :
The cash value of a college oduca-Also
"The speaker who at tho Colby retion has been placed at $72,000.
\
A wido variety of Magazines and
union urged the advantages of small
colleges might liave quoted the his- Newspapers,
toric remark of the late Chief Justice
REQUESTS
Peters of Maine—-thnt at Harvard ,
Phone 116
Yale, an d some other institut ions a
YOUR
PATRONAGE
Watorvillo
boy went through a good deal of col- 103 Main St.
GREY LINE BUS TERMINAL
Folix Au det , Pro prietor
lege, luit at Bowdoin , Dartmouth,
Colb y and thoir l ike n go o d dea l of
¦¦
-__-_s_; '"
„
'¦¦ - ¦'
r
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What is the profit motive, and can
we do without it? This was the argument-provoking discussion topic at
Forum Sunday evening in the First
Baptist church. The debate became
very lively, with arguments and
questions being shot back and forth
in voll eys among the students gathered around the round table in the
candle-lit room.
¦
Marjorie Gould, leader of the discussion, introduced the subject' in a
brief masterly presentation of the
issues involved , mentioning also some
of the national leaders and poliices
which must be considered directly related to the subject. To put the discussion on a strong footing, four students, Ethel Bradstreet, Mary Ewen;
Irving Gammon , and Bob Turbyn e
had done some preparation beforehand , and the discussion proceeded
with enthusiasm. Though no definite
unanimous conclusion was reached,
the group agrees on this : that the
whole standard of values of modern
business must be changed, and that
business leaders must hold this before
them as an ideal that must some day
be attained.
Sheets were passed around with a
list of topics from which a few were
to be checked for use in further discussion between now and summer vacation. They cover the range of Religion, Ethics, Science, Sociology,
and International Relations.
Next week, after a vesper service
presented hy the Y. M. and Y. W.,
Dr. Rayborn Zerby, a very popular
professor from Bates, will speak on
the subject : "What Makes a Philosophy of Life Relig ious?" Those who
have heard him before recommend
strong ly that all thinking students
should not let the opportunity pass
to hear Dr. Zerby.
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current of stu- himself , high mogul of the A. A. U.
here in Maine and coach of the Bowdown
doin team. Walking up to his proof the ocean." .. ' " ¦ " ; tege, he said, "Nice race, boy." MayIt Avould be an enlightening experi- be that is an example of a "nice
ment to remove from the campus all race" according to the "win at any
the extra-curricula activities, together cost" philosophy of little Jack Magee
with the students participating in (arid we -dbn 't; refer to -smallness "of
them. The ' remainder, of the student stature).
body might then enjoy to the full
The kind of tactics taught by
the supreme sanity of its unmolested Magee defeats the whole purpose of
stagnation.
the sport and although Magee's record of winners at Bowdoin is quite
impressive,
he's making the polar
Dear Gladiator,
A week ago last Monday in the 'bear look like he slept in a sewer as
Bowdoin-Colby meet there occurred far as. clean track athletics is conan incident that left a rather unpleas- cerned.
It's not the fact that Colby can't
ant taste in the mouths of those present who still 'believe in sportsman- take a trimming in track—Bates took
ship in athletics. Porter of Bowdoin us over nearly as badly Saturday but
and Herby DeVeber of Colby were it's the fact that win or lose , most of
putting up a grand exhibition of run- the Maine colleges would rather avoid
ning in the two mile run. Porter was Magee and keep their hands clean.
The Unholy Three. •
in the lead with Herb DeVeber about
three yards in back. With five laps
to go, Porter passed a team-mate—
lapped him—and as Herb attempted
to follow, the Bowdoin jockey ran
wide , breaking DeVeber 's stride—
Herb then tried to pass on the inside
and was again crowded by the zigzagging of the Bowdoin man—this
The women 's divison was hostess
constant jockeying back and fourth to dinner guests at -Foss Hall on Tuesallowed the tiring Porter to set up day evening, sponsored by the Y. W.
an insurmountable lead. When Herb C. A. and Student .Government. Rev.
finally passed the Bowdoin 'man he and Mrs. J. L. Hayes, Mrs. Adelbert
was quite far in the ruck and tired Allen, and Mr. Bradf ord Hutehins
from the unfair competition offered were guests.
by the Bowdoin jockey. When PorCoffee was served after dinner ,
ter let go his famed sprint he was and a short program was-presented.
more than matched by the plucky Elizabeth Solie, '39, played two selecColby runner, but the lead was too tions on the piano, and a flute solo
great to be surmounte d and so ended was rendered by Pauline Pratt , '39,
¦
the race—Porter , first ; DeVeber, sec- Janet P. Goodridge, '37, gave an
ond. In third place, over a lap be- amusing reading, entitled "The Wedhind came the-Bowdoin man , who ran ding."
so unfairly, sprinting in like a hunHelen 0. Jevons, '37, headed the
dred-yard dash man, he had plenty of committee in charge, and Amelia T.
strength left but far be it from him Johnson , '37, arranged the program.
to run so as to tire himself—he lacked the guts to run a ra.ce but had that
FRESHMEN WIN
warped sense of sportsmanship that
(Continued from page 1)
led him to run as he did.
After the race the Bowdoin athThe complete program was as follete (sarcasm) was seated ,on a bench lows :
adjusting his sweat suit when over
The Living Dead , Amy Harriet
came old "Metric System" Magee Thompson , '36.

firm:foothold .in the
:
and can no more be laughed
jfe EladaoJoFloluirm ; dent life
, or frowned out than the tides
_ —— ¦ __
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This column is reserved for students to exTjiress their opinions about college matters. The
^ edi torial staff assumes no responsibility for the
content. A pen name may be printed, bat all
letters must be signed.

Dear Gladiator,
. Any; student has a right to selfexpression in the Gladiator 's column.
He may utter a real idea , a witty
crack, or just . hot air. However
classified , the partronizing remarks of
one G. R.,. toward what lie terms the
"movements" at Colby, typify a
certain level of thought, not only of
Colby campus, but of the nation at
large.
. . _•
' Many ¦•' students in Professor Colgan 's classes have heard him discuss
the high type of thinking customary
with Europeans. But at our own
stage of 'barbarism, we and our countrymen are more impressed by a
knowledge of batting averages , and
Ford motors. Abroad we are credited
with mass-production of machines and
also mentalities. Babbitt is symbolic
of the 'American intellect.
Prevailing, views on this campus
would endorse such criticism. Any
attempt to broaden intellectual horizons—whether, it be by a better attendance at concerts or a fuller understanding of international affairs—
can be sure of its reception in certain
quarters. It Will be dubfoed a type of
insanity. Students showing interest
are suspected of border-line paranoia.
But, in the February Intercollegian, Rose Terlin writes upon this
very point. (Mr. Hearst said plenty
about the nation-wide peace mobilization). Students need not "occupy an
ivory tower remote from the real
issues and struggles out of which a
new society must be ci'eated." And
furthermore, "The ideas once held by
a tiny fringe of students, considered
'queer ' or maladjusted, now have a
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rison (Bangor Theological' Seminary).
President Tranklin W. Johnson
presided and introduced, the speakers.
The complete program follows : " .
Stand by 'the Constitution', James
Edward Glover, '37.
The Maestro—Genius or Devil?
Haroid Willard Hickey, '36.
' ",
^
Life's Investment , "Willard -Dunn
Lib*by, '37. - .
Shall the "Weak Inherit America,?
Robert Burton Moore, '36.
Inspirational Value " of Mountains^
Bernard Calvin Stallard , '37.
The Demagogue of Louisiana , Roland Irvine Gammon, '37."
- Home Fire s, James liinwood Rossi
'36.
"Suffer Little ' Children;" John
Chacamaty, '39.
¦
Eternal Loneliness, William Murray Clark, '36.
Nature's Claim Upon Us, Albert
"Willard Berrie, '38.
American Public Opinion , Alfred
Walter Beerbaum , '38.
What Price Speed? George Joseph
Clancy , c 36.
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"Say It With Flowers"

WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF

• MITCHELL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK .OF

FLOWERS
We are always at your service

Telephone 467-W
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A Maine Poet , Constance Knickerbocker, '39.
Our Importance as Individuals,
Violet M erle Hamilton, '39.
The Tragedy of Peace, Marion
Eliz abeth Crawford , '39.
A Curriculum Need , Joyce Margaret Perry, '38.
Eva La Galliene, Betty Herd , '38.
Off To Somewhere , Margaret Evelyn Higgins, '38.
In Defense of Modern Youth, Mary
Temple Crowley, '39.
Nonsense Verse, Genevieve Rose
Spear , '37.
Haven of Rest, Josephine Agatha
Bodurtha , '38.
In the 27th Annual Hallowell Prize
Speaking Contest, held recently before a large audience in the college
chapel, John Chacariiaty, '39, of Biddeford, was awarded first prize. His
selection was "Suffer Little Children." Second prize was won by Alfred Beerbaum, '38, who spoke on
"American Public Opinion." E. Irvine.
Gammon , '37, speaking on "The Demagogue of Louisiana," won ' third
prize. Fourth money was divided between Willard D. Libby, '37 and
James E. Glover, '37.
Twelve men , survivors of two preliminary trials, took part in the first
contest. They spoke nine minute selections of their own compositor.
The judges for the evening were :
Presiding officer: President Franklin W: Johnson , LL.D. ; board of
judg es, Rev. James L. Hayes, B.D.
(Seabury Hall , Minnesota) ; Superintendent Ivan E. Adams, A.B. (Aurora
College, Illinois) ; Rev. John A. Mor-
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CENfER LEAVES

The top leavesof oil tobacco plants tend to give
a 'definitely.harsh,alkaline taste .The bottom
leaves tend to .acidity in the smoke. It is only
LUCKIES
the center
leaves which approach in nature the
mdstpaiatablecicidralkallnebalance. In LUCKY
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SPEAKS

Sees All — Hears All -Tells All

" W ithin runs the column concerning little Jack Magjee 's act ions at the
track meet . . . hope the mailing department sends a comp liment ary copy
to the gen t . . .. . He should read , it and let the contents sink in . . . not
particularly because it happened to one of the Colby runners . . . but because it sets up a bad precedent that we don 't desire to have in the spor t . .
'
S—S '
\
ABOUT TOUT . . .

Our Harrogate, Tennessee freshman . . - Jim Perry . . . has finally
fallen in love . . . Stan Pullen's
femme was down towards the end of
last week . . . from Guilford . . .
first nam e's Marie, but can't think of
the last - . . . The Muscatelle party
went over big . . . with the partic-
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pin . . . but "the fellow went chi o
dancing with another co-ord .
The dahlias ' for. the most constant
couple go this week to Hazel Wepfer
and her heartache . . - . Ned Sparkes
is to attend "open house " next Sunday eve . . . and wishes a capacity
attendance , to be present . . .
S—S
OPEN YOUR EYES . . .
Joe Dobbins and Virginia Kingsley
seen together more often than not of
late . . . library, basketball games,
and the Puritan . . . Rob-ert Johnson of the thirty-niners made a special trip to Boston over Washington's
birthday to see the one nearest his
heart . . . blonde . . . beautiful
. . . always carries her picture . ...
Orbed a good definition for a prof in
a sheet . . . A professor is a man
who thinks otherwise" . . . Schreider
must have a companion that is devoted . . . having received valentines

heart-affecting missies . . . Gardiner
Gregory getting one off to Foss Hall
. . . to Iola Chase, of course . . . F.
D. Roosevelt on the Dean 's list at
Harvard this semester . . . What
about Pag's pound of buttercrunch
th at he lost to a sweet Saturday nite
. . . Believe it or no there are a
couple of ladies in the female division
who could put many of the male
studes to shame at the art of toppling
the . pins . . . Hildreth Wheeler being one of the smoother of the bowlers . . . with Amy Thompson hovering about the century mark . continually . . . Phyllis Eose has amassed a
preponderons number of phone calls
recently . . . from a New England
college . . .

ipators in formal attire . . . have
been asked not to chronicle the names
of those present . . . None of our
S—S
pupils have anything on Ed Shuman
CHIRPING . . .
. . . for it is rumored that .the aforeOld man tough luck came up and
mentioned has taken up his abode in
Foss Hall . . . at least he receives
met Cliff Nelson . . . who tried to
his telephone calls there . . . Beulah too numerous to mention . . . Kauff - ski up Mt. Washington . . . injured
Fenderson is sporting Bob Smith's man a close second with 18 of the ' his eye . . . Good old ''Camera
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hawk" Joe Smith . . . there with his
"little camera" . . . Herby DeVebei
buying papers with the DeVeber victories . . . Chi Oing at Pittsfielc
Buster Brown and Estelle Rogers
. . . Avery Smith with Foster's Editl
Hendrickson .. . .. Whit Wright at
tending with Nancy Libby . . . t
rangy couple in Willard Libby aiu
Margy Gould . . . Geo. Clancy step
ping with Fran Burns . . . whose re.
cent romance has smashed into noth
ingness . .' . Ralph Macdonald anc
Betty
Wilkinson . . . who spenc
much of each other's time . . . to
gether . . . Ken Nivison with blondt
Jerry Ormiston . . . Fletcher Eatot
and Miss Solie . . . Jerry Cram anc
band furnishing* the musical strait
. . . Duke Nalle of MIT now Colby
ing . . . pinch-hitting for- Carl ' Ols
son . . . Olsson, being very well it
case you may be curious . . . Duk(
at Laconia with her . . - Has one it
mind (B. P.) . . .
THE SCHEMER

